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Disclaimer 
THE ANCIENT CITY (henceforth referred to as "TAC") are not 
intended to constitute securities, units in a business trust, or 
units in a collective investment scheme or its equivalent or any 
other regulated products in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper is 
meant to provide more information on TAC, its utility and its 
functions, and does not constitute a prospectus or offer 
document of any sort. 
This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any 
opinion or any advice to sell, or any recommendation or 
solicitation of any offer to purchase TAC nor shall it or any part 
of it or the fact of its presentation form the basis of, any 
contract or investment decision. 
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the 
information set out in this Whitepaper. No such action has 
been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements 
or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or 
dissemination of this Whitepaper does not imply that the 
applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been 
complied with. This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy 
thereof must not be taken or transmitted to any country where 
distribution or dissemination of this Whitepaper is prohibited 
or restricted.
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The Ancient City is an NFT project committed to preserving the diverse cultures of the 

world. By leveraging the creative potentials and innovation offered by Web 3.0, we are 

building a narrative universe within the metaverse that is accompanied by a fascinating 

collection of culture-themed digital artifacts. Our muse, far ranging and all-embracing, 

draws from the legacies of Africa, the mythologies of the Greek, the monuments of China 

and Japan – you mention them.


The world is a colorful canvas of people from diverse experiences and backgrounds. 

Without diversity our lives would be a dull and sad one. Culture shapes us. Culture 

inspires us. Culture is who we are. And The Ancient City offers a unique opportunity for 

people to be able to express themselves, share and preserve their cultural heritage 

without discrimination. It is the corner of the internet where art, community, and culture 

fuse to bring us an irrefutable connection to our past.


Introduction 






The Ancient City opens with the first collection of 10,000 Gatekeeper NFTs. They are each 

unique digital collectibles living on the Binance Smart chain.


As a holder of our Gatekeeper NFT, you will have VIP access to The Ancient City and will 

be eligible for multiple perks including the privilege to earn value from the TAC magazine 

mint. Holders of the Gatekeeper will also be able to participate in the governance of the 

community wallet via a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), where they can 

exercise voting rights on critical decisions.


Project overview 






The purpose of TAC is to merge the digital and physical worlds through cultural art. The 

team behind this project is establishing physical spaces where digital works can be 

displayed and digital spaces in the metaverse where these assets can be traded.


There was a time when our physical and digital lives had clear and distinct boundaries, 

but modern technological advancements have made it possible for these worlds to 

converge. Our goal is to successfully merge these worlds and to lead this field. In order to 

achieve this, we are building a community of people that will gain both monetary and 

societal worth over time. They will also be people who aren’t afraid to push boundaries, 

challenge the current status quo and engage in open and honest conversation with one 

another.


At the heart of this project, TAC is for those who yearn for the nostalgic feeling of their 

past and who see value in culture and its preservation.


Core-Concept 






The year is 2075. The world museums have suddenly vanished and with them the entire 

delicate history of humanity. Except that not everything was lost. There is still a 

preservation tucked away somewhere in the corner of the metaverse. The Ancient City. 

This city habours a vast amount of awe- inspiring artifacts from ancient Egypt, ancient 

Greece, Inca Empire, China, and Mesopotamia etc. This city can be accessed but only 

barely. First, you must be found worthy. Are you ready?


Lore






In order to diversify the Gatekeepers collection of The Ancient City and make each piece 

of intricate artwork fun and rewarding to collect, this set of 10,000 NFTs contains a variety 

of different traits. Gatekeepers are made up of 5 distinct clans broken into 10 defendant 

branches. Each defendant branch is made up of 500 defendant endowed with randomly 

generated traits.





Traits



















(Written by community; a decentralized future.)


The TAC magazine is an annual publication written by the TAC community. It is a 

repertoire of our collective identities, spirits, and passions. It harbors the voices of both 

the young and old. It is both a radical and tangible way to stand up and tell our 

intersectional stories. It is designed to be expressive, fearless and boundary free. Here we 

shine a light on the most dynamic histories and cultures on planet earth. TAC magazine 

will become operational once the presale period is over. Each Magazine has its own 3D 

unique cover, different layout format and different experience. Owning one makes you a 

sole owner of that feature. Annually, we will be deploying 1,000,000 copies mint-able and 

shippable to your doorsteps.


The magazine revenue distribution is as follows:


• 60% to Contributors


• 20% to Gatekeeper holders


• 10% to Research and future developments


• 10% to Marketing


The Magazine






Holders of The Ancient City, especially early adopters, will have special access to a 

range of benefits and experiences in our ecosystem and community! 

Early adoption rewards: This first collection is significant since it is the first of a 

series that will be published as a part of The Ancient City project. Early adoption of 

this collection allows you to gain immediate advantages from the expansion of the 

network. Additionally, it entails receiving a host of advantages including easier 

access to upcoming drops.


Absolute asset ownership: Each piece of visual art has an absolute owner since 

the tokens created in The Ancient City ecosystem are non- fungible. This indicates 

that the digital collection's products are able to retain their monetary value and that 

the value of their intellectual property is intrinsic. Because The Ancient City uses 

blockchain technology, anyone can search up the owner of a design and 

ownership cannot be faked on the network.


Holder Utility and Perks



These assets can be traded on safe decentralized platforms very easily because 

they are tokenized. Due to the wide variety of qualities and unique designs that 

these tokens have, the market for collecting and exchanging these assets will 

develop independently through already- existing platforms like OpenSea.


Giving intellectual property rights to assets holders: Each asset holder receives 

visual rights from The Ancient City. As a result, those who own items from the TAC 

collection are able to profit from their intellectual property. On the basis of their 

tokens, they can even produce their own pieces of art and goods.


Referral rewards: Each asset holder stands a chance to receive up to 3% bonus 

when they refer a friend.


Royalty bonus: This is for asset holders who reach up to 50 referrals. They stand a 

chance to receive up to 5% bonus for every secondary sell.


Letting shareholders earn from the TAC magazine mint: Annually, we will be 

deploying 1,000,000 copies mint-able and shippable to your doorsteps. Holders of 

the Gate keeper entitled to earn from the revenue.


Letting shareholder’s dictate the future of the project: In this ecosystem, those 

who possess these virtual assets have a voting right community wallet 

investments, metaverse events and more.







NFT staking is the process of locking up NFTs on a platform or protocol in order to get 

access to other benefits and staking incentives. This enables owners of NFTs to continue 

to own their NFTs while generating a passive income. Staking an NFT is similar to staking 

Ethereum (ETH). You only need a bitcoin wallet that supports NFTs.


Staking TAC NFT will unlock the following:


• Generate $TAC token on an internal basis


• $TAC token owners will be able to claim their tokens at any time.


Staking






10%


• Introduction of 10,000 Gatekeeper collection


20%


• Whitelist/Presale of 10,000 Gatekeepers


30%


•  Public sale Gatekeepers will be unveiled and available to the public in Magic Eden 

and Opensea.


40%


• Events and Partnership Announcement: Exclusive art events and exhibition, date and 

event location will be chosen by the community. We are also open to healthy 

partnership.


60%


• Launchpad introduction to allow TAC holders change their trait, create and upload 

their unique cultural stories.


80%


• Unveiling and sales of Annual TAC magazine: Our 3D digital history magazine as 

collated by contributors in the community will be unveiled and sold. To get this 

Roadmap



magazine, mint as collectibles and request hard copy shipment to your address. The 

magazine is also available as Ebook.


100%


• Festivals and carnivals: Online and offline exclusive cultural festivals are perks of 

being in TAC.





Mexy - Founder / Biz Dev & Director


Johnnie - Project Manager


Lyn  - Creative Director


Michael - Collab Manager & Community Lead


Arvid - Growth & Sales Director


Kumar - Code wizard & Tech support 


Naaz - Financial Advisor


Jamal - Artist


Arthur - Marketing Executive 


Kristoph - Ancient cultures Director


And over 1,000 contributors. We are growing every day! Join The Ancient City today!

Team 
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